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A fractional matching of a graph G = (V, E) is an assignment of the values 0, ½, 1 to the edges 
of G in such a way that for each node, the sum of the values on the incident edges is at most 
1. We show how the Edmonds-Gallai structure theorem for matchings in graphs can be applied 
to two different classes of maximum fractional matchings. The firs L introduced by Uhry [16], 
is the class of maximum fractional matchings for which the number of cycles in the support is 
minimized. The second, introduced by Mfihlbacher et al. [12] is the class of maximum fractional 
matchings for which the number of edges assigned the value 1 is maximized. 
A fractional matching of a graph G = (V, E) is a vector x = (xj : j e E)  satisfying 
the following: 
(1) xj_>0 for al l jeE,  
(xj:j  incident with o)_< 1 for all o e V. 
It is easy to see that a fractional matching is a vertex of the polytope defined by (1) 
if and only if xj ~ {0, ½, 1 } for all j ~ E and the edges j having xj = ½ form node dis- 
joint odd cycles in G (Balinski [2]). Such fractional matchings are called basic, and 
henceforth all fractional matchings will be assumed to be basic. 
The support of a fractional matching x is the subset S(x) of E consisting of all 
those j for which xj = ½ or 1. Then if x is a (basic) fractional matching, each com- 
ponent of the subgraph (V, S(x)) will be either an isolated node, a pair of nodes join- 
ed by an edge or an odd cycle. A node is unsaturated by x if it belongs to the first 
type of component and otherwise is said to be saturated by x. The edges of com- 
ponents of the second type are called the integer part of x, denoted by I(x). Those 
of the third type are called the fractional part of x, denoted by F(x). 
An integer matching, or simply a matching, is a fractional matching for which 
F(x) = 0. The maximum (fractional) matching problem is to find a (fractional) mat- 
ching x for which the number of saturated nodes is maximized. The purpose of this 
note is to observe some consequences for fractional matchings of the Edmonds-  
Gallai structure theorem for maximum matchings in graphs. We will show that this 
theorem provides a structural characterization for a class of fractional matchings 
introduced by Uhry [16] which in turn provides an easy derivation of a result of  
Miihlbacher et al. [12] concerning another special class of fractional matchings. 
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Solving a maximum fractional matching problem reduces to solving a matching 
problem in a bipartite graph: Split each node u into two nodes u', u", split each edge 
[u, o] into edges [u', o"] and [u", o']; let x' be a maximum matching in the resulting 
bipartite graph; let 
x[~, ol" = (xt'u,, o"1 + xi'~", o'1)/2 for all edges [u, o]. 
For any S c_ V, let C°(S) denote the set of isolated nodes in the graph G \ S. The 
following can be derived from a special case of Tutte's theorem [15] characterizing 
those graphs having f-factors. It can also be easily proved using the above reduction 
and K6nig's theorem (see Lawler [9]) which asserts that for a bipartite graph, a 
maximum matching and a minimum node cover have the same cardinality. 
Theorem 1. For any graph G=(V,E), the minimum number of nodes left un- 
saturated by any fractional matching equals the maximum of IC°(S)l- IS I, taken 
over all S c_ V. 
Solving a matching problem in a nonbipartite graph is more complicated than in 
a bipartite graph. (See Lawler [9] or Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [13] for an ex- 
positon of Edmonds' algorithm [6].) However Uhry [16] (see also Balas [1] and 
Mfihlbacher [11]) showed that solving a maximum matching problem is equivalent 
to finding a maximum fractional matching x which satisfies an extra condition. 
Let x be a fractional matching and let C1, C2, ..., Ck be the disjoint odd cycles in- 
to which F(x) is partitioned. We can obtain a matching from x by redefining xj for 
each edge j of each Ci. We arbitrarily choose a starting node oi, then travel around 
Ci alternately adding -½ and ½ to xj for each edge j. This produces a matching 
which saturates all nodes of each Ci except for oi. We say that ~" is obtained from 
x by rematching F(x). Uhry showed that if x is a maximum fractional matching for 
which F(x) is minimal (in the sense of set inclusion) then the matching ~ obtained 
from x by rematching F(x) is a maximum matching. Note that not all maximum 
matchings can be obtained in this fashion. We define a U-matching to be a maxi- 
mum fractional matching for which F(x) is minimal. 
In fact, the theorem stated by Uhry [16, Theorem 4] asserts that if x is a maximum 
fractional matching for which the number of cycles in the fractional part is 
minimum, then any matching ~ obtained from x by rematching F(x) is a maximum 
matching. However, his method actually proves the stronger esult stated in the 
previous paragraph. For let x be any maximum fractional matching. Shrink each 
cycle of F(x) to form a pseudonode in a reduced graph t~. Let .g be the (integer) 
matching in t~ induced by x. All pesudonodes of t~ are unsaturated by £. He shows 
that if there is no .~-augmenting path in (~, then any matching R obtained by re- 
matching F(x) is maximum in G. If there exists an g-augmenting path in t~, then 
it corresponds to an x-alternating path in G. The ends of this path must either 
belong to distinct cycles of F(x) or else be nodes unsaturated by x. If either end is 
a node o of a cycle of F(x), rematch x on the edges of that cycle so that o is un- 
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saturated. Thereby, we obtain an augmenting path in G. Let x' be the matching 
obtained by augmenting x using this path. Then F(x') c_ F(x). But since we assumed 
that x was maximum, x' must leave the same nodes unsaturated as x so, in fact, both 
ends of the augmenting path were cycles of F(x) and so F(x')CF(x).  
A perfect matching of G is a matching which saturates every node. A near perfect 
matching is a matching which leaves a single node unsaturated. A graph G = (V, E)  
is said to be critical (or sometimes hypomatchable or factor-critical) if, for each 
o e V, there exists a near perfect matching x of G which leaves o unsaturated. For 
example, odd cycles and isolated nodes are critical. Necessarily, if G is critical then 
it is connected and has an odd number of nodes. 
Pulleyblank and Edmonds [14] and Lov~isz [10] (see also Cornu6jols and 
Pulleyblank [5]) show that G = (V, E) is a critical graph having I V [ > 1 if and only 
if there exists an odd cycle C in G such that the graph G x C obtained by shrinking 
C (contracting all edges with both ends in C) is critical. Let C be the so called 
psuedonode in G × C created by shrinking C. We can obtain a perfect fractional 
matching x of G by starting with any near perfect matching of G × C which leaves 
(~ unsaturated and then defining xj = ½ for the edges of C. Thus we have the 
following. 
Theorem 2 (see Cornu6jols and Pulleyblank [5, Theorem 3.1]). Let G=(V, E) be 
critical with 1V I > 1. Then G has a perfect fractional matching x for  which F(x) con- 
sists of  a single cycle. 
It can also be shown, although we do not use this fact here, that the x of Theorem 
2 can be chosen so that the odd cycle with edge set F(x) contains any desired node 
of G. 
The following theorem is a main structural result of (integer) matchings. 
Theorem 3 (Gallai [8], Edmonds [6]). Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let 
0 = {o ~ V: some maximum integer matching of  G leaves o unsaturated}, 
I = { v ~ V \ O: o is adjacent o some w ~ 0 }, 
P=V\ (OUI ) .  
Then 
(2) Every component of  G[O], the subgraph induced by O, is critical. 
(3) An integer matching x is maximum if  and only if  
(a) x induces a perfect matching o f  G[P], 
(b) x induces a near perfect matching on each component o f  G[O], 
(c) for  each o ~ 1 there exists some w ~ 0 such that x[o, wl = 1. 
We call (O, I ,P) the Edmonds-Gallai partition of G. The maximum matching 
algorithm of Edmonds [6] constructs this partition in polynomial time. It gives us 
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directly a characterization f U-matchings. For S c V we let ),(S) denote the set of 
edges with both ends in S. 
Theorem 4. Let (0, I, P) be the Edmonds-Gallai  partition o f  G = (V, E) and let x be 
a (basic)fractional matching. Then x is a U-matching i f  and only i f  (4)-(8) hold. 
(4) F(x) c_ y(O). 
(5) x induces a perfect (integer) matching on G[P]. 
(6) For each o ~ I there exists w ~ 0 such that xto ' wl = 1. 
(7) Each component K= (V1¢, EIO o f  G[O] contains at most one cycle ofF(x);  i f  
K contains such a cycle, then x induces a perfect fractional matching o f  K; i f  not, 
then x induces a near pefect (integer) matching of  K and i f  I Vu[ > 1, then there ex- 
ist u ~ V K and o ~ I such that Xtu 'ol = 1. 
(8) I f  O 1 denotes the nodes o f  O which fo rm singleton components o f  G[O] and 
N(O l ) c_ I denotes their neighbour set, then x induces a maximum integer matching 
on G[OIUN(O1) I .  
Proof. Let x be a fractional matching satisfying (4)-(8). By (7) and (8) the set 0 of 
nodes of G not saturated by x is contained in 01. By (8) and K6nig's theorem there 
exists Sc_N(OI)  such that deleting S leaves ] S I+ IO]  isolated nodes in 
G[Olt.JN(O1)]. But then by deleting S from G we also obtain I sI +101 isolated 
nodes. Hence, by Theorem 1, x is a maximum fractional matching. 
Let R be an integer matching obtained by rematching the odd cycles of F(x). Then 
(3a,b,c) follow from (5), (4) and (7), and (6). Hence, by Theorem 3, ~ is a maximum 
integer matching. If F(x) were not minimal, i.e., if we could find a maximum frac- 
tional matching x' with F(x')  C F(x), then we could rematch F(x') thereby obtaining 
an integer matching X" which contradicted the maximality of .e. 
Conversely, suppose that x is a U-matching. For any node o belonging to an odd 
cycle of F(x) there exists an integer matching ~ obtained by rematching F(x) which 
does not saturate o. By Uhry's theorem, .e is maximum so o e O. Therefore 
F(x) c_ y(O), i.e., (4) holds. Properties (5) and (6) follow immediately from (3a, c) 
of Theorem 3 applied to ~. Let K be as in (7). At most one node of K is not saturated 
by X', by Theorem 3. Therefore at most one cycle of F(x) belongs to K. If there is 
one, then (7) follows. If not, and ] Vkl > 1, then x must saturate all nodes of K. For 
if not, we could use Theorem 2 to obtain a matching which would contradict he 
maximality of x. Therefore (7) holds in this case as well. 
Consequently, any nodes not saturated by x are in 01. We show that (8) holds 
by constructing a fractional matching .f for which the only unsaturated nodes are 
in O 1, but which satisfies (8). Then maximality of x will ensure that it saturates as 
many nodes of O 1 as does ~, i.e., (8) must hold for x. 
Let .~ be any maximum integer matching of G[O 1 ON(O l)]. Edmonds and 
Fulkerson [7] showed that if we let F = {S c_ V: some integer matching of G saturates 
all nodes of S} then (V, 17) is a matroid. Hence there exists a maximum integer 
matching x' of G which saturates all the nodes of O l LI N(O ~ ) saturated by .g. Note 
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that the only way in which a node of O 1 can be saturated is by an edge of 
G[OIUN(01)]. For any component K=(VK, Er) of G[O] having IVK] >1, if K 
contains a node not saturated by x', then we define .fj, for j ~ EK, to be a perfect 
fractional matching of K which exists by Theorem 2. In all other cases we let 
.fj = xj. This gives the required £ and completes the proof. [] 
In summary, Theorem 4 shows that U-matchings are characterized by certain pro- 
perties with respect o the Edmonds-Gallai partition (O,I,P) of G. First, they 
behave like a maximum integer matching on all edges not in ),(O). Second, they 
match as many nodes of 01 to I as possible. Third, each component of G[O \ O 1 ] 
which does not contain a node matched to a node of I contains a single cycle of F(x). 
Corollary 5. Let £ be a maximum integer matching of G. Then £ can be obtained 
by rematching F(x) for some U-matching x of  G if  and only if  £ induces a maximum 
integer matching of G[O 1UN(O 1 )]. 
Miihlbacher et al. [12] studied (basic) maximal fractional matchings x for which 
I F(x)] was minimized. We call these M-matchings. Then every M-matching is a U- 
matching. In fact, the relationship of M-matchings and U-matchings i an easy con- 
sequence of Theorem 3. 
Let G = (V, E) have Edmonds-Gallai partition (O, I, P). We construct an auxiliary 
bipartite graph as follows: Start with the graph G[I13 O]. Delete any edges joining 
two nodes of I. Shrink each component K of G[O] having more than one node to 
form a pseudonode/(. Let (7--(113 O,/~) be the resulting raph. Let O 1 be the set 
of nodes of O which form singleton components in G[O]. Then O 1 c_O. Let 
0 2-- 0 \ O 1. See Fig. 1. 
Let x be a U-matching in G and let g be the induced integer matching in (7. The 
number of nodes of G left unsaturated by x will be the number of nodes of O i not 
saturated by £. Each node 3? of O 2 which is not saturated by .f will correspond to 
a component K of G[O] which contains an odd cycle of F(x). 
For each /~ 0 2 we define a weight w(/~) as follows. Let K be the component of 
G[O] shrunk to form/~. Then w(K) is the number of edges in the smallest odd cycle 
of K which when deleted leaves a graph having a perfect (integer) matching. Such 
an odd cycle exists by Theorem 2. If our matching .f does not saturate/~, and hence 
F(x) contains a fractional odd cycle in K, then this odd cycle must contain at least 
w(/~) edges. Moreover, it can be chosen to contain exactly w(/() edges. Thus we ob- 
tain the following. 
Theorem 6. Let x be a U-matching of  G and let .f be the induced matching in (7, 
the auxiliary graph. Then x is an M-matching i f  and only if  
(9) Y saturates the maximum possible number of  nodes of  01, and 
(10) subject to that, if 02 is the set Of nodes of  02 saturated by £, then 
(w(/~): / (6  02) is maximized. 
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Fig. 1. Construction of (~ from G and (O,/,P). 
0 
(Recall that since x is a U-matching, .g will necessarily saturate all nodes of I). 
Therefore we can find an M-matching as follows: Construct (7 and calculate w(/() 
for each ICe 0 2. For each o e O ~, define w(o) to be a 'large' positive number. (We 
shall see that letting w(o)= IV[ for all u e O I is sufficient.) Then find a matching 
£ in (7 for which the sum of the weights of the saturated nodes is maximized. Then 
extend £ to a U-matching as described in Theorem 4, where for any I?, e 0 2 not 
saturated by .g, we choose a fractional matching of the corresponding component 
K of G[O] which has a single fractional odd cycle of size w(g). 
The problem of finding a matching .f in (7 = (I U O, E') which maximizes the sum 
of the weights of the saturated nodes is particularly simple. For if we let F= {So_ O: 
some matching of (7 saturates all nodes in S} then/~= (0, F) is a matroid. We wish 
to find S e F for which ~ (w(o): u e S) is maximized. This can be done using the 
greedy algorithm. Order the nodes of 0 as Ul, o2,..., on, where n = [0[ ,  so that 
w(ul) > w(o2)>--.-> w(o,). Then apply the (Hungarian) method for finding a maxi- 
mum cardinality matching in (7 = ( IU 6, E), considering the nodes of 0 in the order 
ul, 02,..., o,,. (See Lawler [9] for a description of the maximum cardinality bipartite 
matching algorithm.) That is, we start with the empty matching. Then we consider 
each node o, in turn. For each we attempt to extend the matching so that ui is 
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saturated. When this is completed we will have a matching £ with the desired 
properties. 
This enables us to obtain a somewhat surprising theorem of Mfihlbacher, Stein- 
parz and Tinhofer. For any basic fractional matching x we define a vector 
i(x)= {il(x),ia(x),is(x), ..., } by 
it (X)= [ I(x) [ 
ik(x) = the number of cycles of size k in F(x) for k = 3, 5, 7, .. . .  
Then x is an M-matching if and only if it is maximum and, subject o that, i I (x) is 
maximized. 
Theorem 7 (M/ihlbacher et al. [12]). Let x be any M-matching of G. Then i(x) & 
lexicographically maximum over all maximum (basic) fractional matchings of G. 
(In other words, simply by maximizing II(x) l, we automatically maximize, subject 
to this, the number of triangles in F(x). Subject to these two properties, we maxi- 
mize the number of pentagons, etc.) 
Proof. Let (~ = (IU O, E) be defined as in Theorem 6 and let M= (0, F) be the ma- 
troid previously described. Let 6 = { vl, v2, ..., v,, }, where W(Ol)>- w(v2)>..- > w(v,,). 
Suppose there exists an M-matching x' such that i(x') is lexicographically greater 
than i(x). Among all possible choices for such an x', choose one which maximizes 
the smallest index k such that .f saturates vk but .f' (the matching of G induced by 
x') does not saturate ok. Let V be the set of nodes of 6 saturated by .g and let F" 
be the set of nodes of 6 saturated by .g'. Then V'U {ok} must contain a circuit C 
of _M. That is, C_  V'U {ok} has the property that no matching of t~ saturates all 
of C, but for any o e C, there is some matching which saturates C \ {o}. Then C~ 
so there exists ote C such that l > k, i.e., w(ot)<-w(ok), and P"U {ok} \ {or} e F. Let 
£" be a matching of t~ which saturates P"U {Ok} \ {Or}. Let x" be an M-matching 
of G obtained from £" as described in the proof of Theorem 4. Then i(x") is lex- 
icographically greater than i(x) but since ok is saturated, we contradict our choice 
of x'. [] 
Therefore, in a sense, Theorem 7 can be viewed as a combination of the Edmonds- 
Gallai decomposition theory plus the fact that the matchable subgraphs of the nodes 
of a graph form a matroid. 
However, it is not known at present whether an M-matching of a graph can be 
found in polynomial time. This depends on whether the weights w(/() can be com- 
puted polynomially. That is, we require a subroutine which will determine for a 
given critical graph K the size of the smallest odd cycle which when deleted leaves 
a graph with a perfect matching. This is just the problem of finding an M-matching 
for a critical graph. At present he complexity of this problem is not known. See 
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Cornu6jols and Pulleyblank [5] for a discussion of the related problem of determin- 
ing whether, for a critical graph G and a given value of k, there exists an odd cycle 
C in G of size at least k whose deletion leaves a graph with a perfect matching. 
Finally, we note that Cornu0ols and Hartvigsen [3] (see also Cornu6jols et al. [4]) 
consider a generalization of the maximum matching problem which includes as a 
special case the maximum fractional matching problem and develop a generalization 
of the Edmonds-Gallai theorem for this situation. 
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